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Description
It would be nice to have a configuration field hidden_notification / BCC for every stage, where it is possible to add several email
addresses.
On every stage change these fields are checked and the containing email addresses will also get a notification email. The be_user
won't notice this, as this is not shown anywhere in backend.
I attached the modified t3x of the workspaces extension with a tested solution. I know that it is not nice to just attach the t3x and do
not create patches. I am very sorry but I have no time this week to create these patches, but I will do this later.
Nevertheless some feedback if you like this feature in general would be nice.
Greets,
Sonja
History
#1 - 2011-12-17 00:45 - Stefan Neufeind
Tried creating a diff against current head but that contains too many other changes from your private tree. So it would be great if you could submit a
patch/something for review.
It might make sense to have some kind of BCC-functionality which BE-users don't see (and can't selectively remove) I guess. Maybe for
documentation-purpose, inspection or whatever.
#2 - 2012-01-27 21:26 - Tolleiv Nietsch
- Status changed from New to Accepted
#3 - 2013-12-10 01:04 - Michael Stucki
- Category changed from New Features to Workspaces
#4 - 2013-12-10 01:06 - Michael Stucki
- Project changed from 624 to TYPO3 Core
- Category changed from Workspaces to Workspaces
#5 - 2015-01-23 11:33 - Mathias Schreiber
- Target version set to 7.5
#6 - 2015-09-24 12:09 - Benni Mack
- Target version changed from 7.5 to 7 LTS
#7 - 2015-10-06 22:41 - Benni Mack
- Target version deleted (7 LTS)
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